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Abstract:Photoisomerization rates of energy-selected isolated molecules, of 
molecules in supercritical fluids and clusters, and of molecules in liquids at normal 
and elevated pressures CM now be measured directly. The results can be analyzed by 
unimolecular rate theory, information of collisional energy transfer in gases and in 
compressed fluids, as well as knowledge on the solvent influence on the 
intramolecular motions, potentials and transport. By a combination of theory and 
empirical fitting of otherwise inaccessible quantities, a quantitative picture arises. 

INTRODUCTION 

Photoisomerization reactions in general are governed by a series of competing, sequential or parallel, 
photophysical processes. In order to arrive at a quantitative understanding, these processes have to be 
disentangled and characterized individually. The task appears comparably easy in the gas phase where the 
events can be separated. When higher densities are applied, in supercritical fluids, clusters, and liquids at 
ambient or elevated pressures, the separation becomes less well defmed if not inrpossible. Modern 
experimental and theoretical techniques have opened new accesses towards a quantitative characterization 
of the phenomena involved. This report demonstrates the state of the art for a number of selected 
examples. 

In low pressure gases, reactions on electronically excited potential energy surfaces often compete with fast 
internal conversions to such an extent that the main reaction occurs in the electronic ground state. In this 
case, the main reaction is intimately related to thermally activated reactions in the ground state. When the 
density is increased, the ground state component may become completely collisionally quenched such that 
the reactions in the electronically excited states dominate. These again may be influenced by collisional 
relaxation and other solvent effects. Whether the excited state reaction approaches a thermal unimolecular 
reaction in the electronically excited state or fast proceeds "downhill" towards ranges of electronically 
nonadiabatic dynamics, depends on the properties of the excited state potential energy surface and its 
modification by clustering or by reagent-solvent interaction. Besides "static" solvent effects, "dynamic" 
solvent effects of the viscosity-type may influence the dynamics in dense environments. 

In the following, the photoisomerization reactions of cycloheptatrienes and of diphenyl polyenes serve as 
examples for the various aspects and the possibilities of a quantification. 

UNIMOLECULAR PROCESSES AND ENERGY RELAXATION IN 
EXCITED CYCLOHEPTATRIENES 

Light absorption in unsubstituted or substituted cycloheptatrienes in the near W is h o r n  to induce a 
variety of parallel or sequential photoisomerization processes. In low pressure gases, about 97 % of the 
excited molecules undergo fast internal conversion on the 100 fs timescale into the electronic ground state 
where positional isomerizations via 1,5 hydrogen transfer and structural isomerizations to aromatic 
molecules (like toluene in unsubstituted cycloheptatriene) occur. The specific rate constants k(E) for the 
structural isomerizations have been measured with pulsed laser techniques in real time [l]. Simulation of 
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the results by "optimized" RRKM theory (i.e. Wing of one or two parameters, not more!) showed that 
thermal [2] and photoisomerbation occur on the same path way, being Werent only m the distribution of 
viirational energies of the reagents. The same probably applies to positional isomerization [3]. Examples 
for k(E), which show well the predicted decrease of k(E) with increasing extent of substitution, are show 
in Fig. 1. Directly measured pomts and results fiom the analysis of Stern-Volmer plots of steady-state 
photoisomerization [4] (after cdiration of collisional quenching through direct measurements of energy 
transfer [5]) fit very well to each other. Fig. 2 compares the specific rate constants for positional and 
structural isomerization. The picture well illustrates the different timescales of the two processes. 

With increasing gas pressure, viirationally excited cycloheptatriene molecules after internal converison are 
collisionally stabilized increasingly fast such that their isomaintions finally are completely suppressed. The 
collisional energy transfer process in the gas phase has been isolated and characterized quantitatively [5]. 
The process is now also theoretically understood completely by classical trajectory calculations [6],[7]. 
However, the complete simulation is fhirly involved and requires adequate knowledge of the intermolecular 
potentials such that empirical tabulated information [S] often proves to be usell. With the described 
information, Stern-Volmer plots of structural and positional photoisomerizations of cycloheptatrienes can 
be understood quantitatively [I]. 

With further increasing density of the medium, the appearance of the photoisomerization changes: a 
valence tautomaintion to bicyclo[3,2,0]hepta-2,6-diene (BCH) and positional isomerizations involving 
1,7 hydrogen shifts appear [9]. In medium pressure gases, also benzene and (probably) CHz-related 
products are formed [lO],[ll]. The question how are the gas phase and the liquid phase 
photoisomerkations connected, appears m a new light following recent measurements of the rate of 
collisional quenching of excited cycloheptatriene in compressed supercritical fluids and liquid solvents [12]. 
It was shown that the rate of this process increases proportional to the bath gas pressure up to about 50 
bar before a slower increase sets m, see Fig. 3. Nevertheless, the rate of quenching in normal liquids is so 
high that not only structural but also positional isomerization of ground state cycloheptatriene is 
completely suppressed in liquids. The chemical changes observed in the liquid phase, therefore, must be 
unrelated to processes following internal conversion. 
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Fq. 1 Specific rate constants k(E) ofthe unimole 
culnr isomerizations of alkyl cycloheptatrienes 
(CHT) [l]. (Open symbols: fiom timeresolved 
measurements, filled symbob: fiom Stern-Volmer 
plots of isomerization quenching and direct 
measurements of energy transfer, fidl line: RRKM 
calculations fitted to data for thermal isomerization 
of em). 
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Fig. 2 Specific rate constants k(E) for positional 
isomerization of alkyl cycloheptatrienes (S) and for 
aromatkation (Al, A2) [4]. (RRKM calculations 
Wed to data for thermal isomerizations fiom [ 13 
and 131). 
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Fig. 3 Rate constants for collisional deactivation of 
vibrationally highly excited cycloheptatriene m 
compressed ethane [12]. 

Fig. 4 Bicycloheptadiene yield m the photoisomai- 
zation of cycloheptatriene m compressed N2 [ 113. 

More information on the pathway towards the bicyclic BCH was derived by measuring BCH and benzene 
quantum yields m compressed gases [ 113. It was shown that benzene is the low pressure product and that 
it needs a few bar pressure (halfquenching pressure of about 2 bar of N2) to stabilize BCH, see Figs. 4 and 
5 .  This indicates that, also m the excited electronic state there is competition between collisional quenching 
and unimolecular transformation of electronically and vibrationally excited species. Nevertheless, the 
formtion of benzene is not completely suppressed at high pressures which may indicate the presence of a 
thermal dissociation of the BCH precursor m the excited electronic state. Whether, after collisional 
quenching m the excited electronic state, thermal tautomerization in this state towards BCH and positional 
isomerizations compete, remains to be investigated in further experiments using gas pressures above 10 
bar. At least we know that, m principle, one can quantitatively characteize the contriiuthg processes such 
as collisional energy transfer m dense k i d s  and unimolecular rearrangements describable by RRKM 
theory. 

Fig. 5 Benzene yield m the photoisomerbation of 
cycloheptatxiene m compressed NZ [ 1 11. 

Fig. 6 Specific rate constants k(E)for the isomeri- 
zation of electronically excited trans-stilbene (0: 

experiments fiom [15], 0: experimentsfiom [16], 
fidl lines: RRKM as with variable threshold 
energies E, from [2 11). 

UNIMOLECULAR PROCESSES OF ISOLATED EXCITED 
DIPHENYLPOLYENES 

Diphenylpolyenes are particulary well suited to studied the elementary steps of photoisonaerization 
processes. The general situation is quite comparable to the cycloheptatrienes: electronic excitation 
followed by internal conversion opens an access to whationally highly excited molecules m the electronic 
ground state, allowing to study isomehtion and energy transfer of %ot" ground state molecules. While 
the study of collisional - - energy transfer of _ _  highly . excited electronic ground state trans-stilbene _ _  - - - has __ - been 
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Fig. 7 Specific rate constants k(E) for the isomeri- 
zation of electronically excited diphenyl butadiene 
(0: experiments from [18], 0 :  experiments and ill 
line: RRKM fit to the experiments from [19]). 

Fig. 8 Specific rate constants k(E) for the isomeri- 
zation of electronically excited dimethylamino 
cyanostilbene (0 )  [20] and trans-stilbene [17] 
(dashed line) (ill and dashed lines: RRKM as to 
the experiments). 

investigated exciting cis-stilbene as a precursor [13],[14], unimolecular processes of electronic ground 
state molecules so far have not been monitored in detail. However, specific rate constants k(E) of 
isomerization of jet-cooled isolated trans-stiIbene [ 151-[17], diphenylbutadiene [ 18],[19], and 4- 
dimethylamino-4'-cyanostilbene [20] in their excited electronic states were measured over wide ranges of 
k(E). In all cases, an optimized RRKM representation (fit of two parameters only) was in perfect 
agreement with the experiments [19],[21]. Figs. 6 - 8 demonstrate the general behavior. The fit is never 
unique, several sets of activated complex frequencies achieving nearly the same task [21]. Contrary to the 
optimism of some quantum chemists, activated complex properties in these large systems and in their 
electronically excited states cannot yet be calculated with suflicient precision. Also, anharmonicity effects 
in the density of states p(E) contained in k(E) cannot yet be established with confidence [22]. Therefore, 
the fitting procedure at present remains the method of choice. However, the high precision of the 
measurements allows us to investigate some basic questions: e.g. one may ask whether the K-quantum 
number of rotating molecules is strictly conserved during the isomerization or looses its significance. In the 
latter case, one might see threshold rate constants markedly below k(E=E,) = l/hp(E) [19]. 

PHOTOLTOMERIZATION OF DIPHENYLPOLYENES IN CLUSTERS AND IN 
COMPRESSED FLUIDS 

If there were no reagent-solvent interactions apart from rapid energy exchange in collisions, thermal 
averaging of specific rate constants k(E) should lead to the high pressure or liquid photoisomerization rates 
of electronically excited diphenylpolyenes. In reality, however, large differences are observed (acceleration 
by a factor of 50 in trans-stilbene, a factor of 2 in diphenylbutadiene). Fig. 9 shows the predicted pressure 
dependence (falloff curve of the thermal unimolecular isomerization combined with a transition to the 
Kramers-Smoluchowski hi& damping range) for trans-stilbene photoisomerization in comparison to 
measurements [23]. In the case with the most pronounced differences between observed and modeled 
(without specific solute-solvent interaction) curves, i.e. in trans-stilbene, the differences occur surprisingly 
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Fig. 9 Thermal rate constants for isomerhation of 
electronically excited trans-stilbene in compressed 
methane (m) and ethane (0) as a function of the 
inverse self-di&sion coefficient D," of the bath 
gases [23] (dashed curve: RRKM-Kramerd 
Smoluchowski model based on gas phase 
experiments, see fig. 6, fidl curve: as dashed curve 
but with solvent modi6cation of the barrier). 
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Fig. 10 Thermal rate constants for isomerhation of 
electronically excited trans-stilbene ( 0 )  and diphenyl 
butadiene (0 )  in compressed liquid ethanol [24] 
(dashed line: dielectric relaxation of ethanol). 

early in only moderately compressed gases. This indicates that strong modifications of the potential 
relevant for excited state photoisomerization already occur in the first reagent-solvent clusters being 
formed. After this "solvent shift" of the photoisomerization barrier, in the considered case apparently no 
more pressure effects occur which contriiute to what chemists like to call an "activation volume". The 
decrease of the photoisomerhation rate at very high solvent pressures leads to a rate which is inversely 
proportional to the solvent viscosity. Obviously, this corresponds to the conventional high damping limit of 
the Kramers-Smoluchowski treatment of transport-controlled processes. In this case, the reaction flux over 
the reaction energy barrier is hindered by the solvent environment in a viscosity-type way. The bulk 
viscosity of the solvent apparently provides the magnitude of this fiiction effect. Evidently, this pressure 
effect on the reaction flux should not be included in an interpretation of the "activation volume". The 
descriied solvent effects are similar in character in the photoisomerization of diphenyl butadiene; however, 
the differences between observed and measured pressure dependences are much smaller than in trans- 
stilbene (only a factor of 2 instead of 50). Apart fiom the dynamic solvent effects of the Kramers- 
Smoluchowski type described above, other interesting dynamic solvent effects have been observed in trans- 
stilbene, ie .  m a system with particularly "labile" photoisomerization energy barrier [24]. The pressure 
dependence of the photoisomerhation rate in compressed alcohols shows a kink-type form, see fig. 10, in 
contrast to diphenylbutadiene. Apparently, solvent dielectric relaxation here competes with chemical 

reaction. At low pressures, dielectric relaxation is so fist that the reaction barrier is lowered by the new 
orientation of the solvent shell; at high pressures, the overcoming of the barrier is faster than the dielectric 
relaxation such that the reaction occurs over a higher barrier corresponding to the unrelaxed orientation of 
the solvent shell. Only m trans-stilbene, with its high sensitivity of the barrier to the solutesolvent "static" 
interaction and with Werent "dynamic" viscosity dependences of barrier crossing and dielectric relaxation, 
this effect so far has been observed. By comparing these results with those for diphenylbutadiene (Fig. 10) 
it can be seen that the butadiene exhilits no such effects. 

Surprisingly, marked effects of solvent pressure, which can be separated into "static" and "dynamic" 
solvent effects, have also been found in the "ultrafast downhill" photoisomerhation of electronically 
excited cis-stilbene [25]. First, the downhill motion again is attenuated by viscosity-type solutesolvent 
interactions. In addition, however, a modification of the slope of the potentid by the particular solvents 
becomes quite apparent. Solvent effects of this type wait for a theoretical explanation on the basis of more 
advanced quantum-chemical calculations of solutesolvent interactions. 
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